The ancient and modern collision – New Beijing
"...the city remains an epicenter of tradition with the treasures of nearly 2,000 years as the imperial capital still
on view—in the famed Forbidden City and in the city's lush pavilions and gardens..."
－National Geographic

Beijing is one of the most visited cities in the world. There are hundreds of attractions in Beijing waiting for
you to explore! The Forbidden City (the Palace Museum) was the home of the emperors of the Ming and Qing
dynasties (1368-1911). The Temple of Heaven, also a UNESCO World Heritage Site was where emperors of
the Ming and Qing dynasties made visits for annual ceremonies of prayer to Heaven for good harvest. The
Summer Palace, a UNESCO World Heritage Site shows a comprehensive collection of imperial gardens and
palaces that used as the summer resort for the Qing Dynasty emperors. There are five sections of the Great
Wall of China that are on the outskirts of Beijing, namely Badaling, Juyongguan, Mutianyu, Simatai,
Jinshanling. Besides, Beijing boasts of many historical sites, theme museums, parks and gardens. Also the
Olympic sites are big magnets both for international and domestic tourists. Welcome to Beijing!

Sample Itinerary
Day 1 Arrive Beijing. Transfer to hotel. Welcome Dinner – Beijing Roast Duck and beautiful Night Tour of Beijing.
Day 2 Visit Tian’an Men Square and Forbidden City; Beijing Noodles and local snacks; Visit Shaolin Martial Arts (Kungfu)
School, lectures and special learning experiences; Dinner at Wu Chao Pizza and then the New Grand Show of《Kungfu
Shaolin》
【Beijing Opera School and Beijing Opera Show for optional 】
Day 3 Visit Temple of Heaven; enjoy local people morning exercise; free time in HongQiao Market; Drive to Mi Yun County,
Farmer Garden Visiting and then to the foot of the Si Ma Tai Great Wall, Lake side village; BBQ & Bonfire party in the village
and enjoy firework at the night
Day 4 “Hike on the Great Wall”; hike from the Si Ma Tai to the Jin Shan Ling part of the Great Wall; Dinner Show of Uigur
Music and Dance performances. 【Mu Tian Yu Section of the Great Wall for Optional 】
Day 5 Visit Olympic Stadium; Aquatics Center (Water Cube) and Olympic Center; Shi Cha Hai Lakeside Restaurant lunch;
Boat Tour on lake and then Hutong Area, local family visiting; rickshaw tour; shopping street and Bell Tower Hike; Good taste
of the Da Zhai Men Beijing local arts style Dinner Show
Day 6 Beijing Zoo; The Grand Panda Summer Palace, Boat Tour on lake; Visit Capital Museum; folk arts learning and
experiences; Dumpling Restaurant for dinner.
Day 7 Free time and Back home

Trip Highlights
Great World Heritage and civilization - Forbidden City; Temple of Heaven and etc. walk in history
Adventure Great Wall Hiking - at Simatai & Jinshanling; a real challenge
Hutong Special - a trip of boat, rickshaw and walk; tradition & fashion; Leisure & fun
Great local food - Roast Duck; Beijing Noodles; Dinner Show of Uigur Music and Dance performances; etc.
School and family visiting - Game Competitions; Exchange Programs; Learning Fun; Knowing New Friends

Travel Back History – Xi’an
Xi'an is the capital of the Shaanxi province in the People's Republic of China and a
sub-provincial city. As one of the oldest cities in Chinese history, Xi'an is one of the Four
Great Ancient Capitals of China because it has been the capital (under various names) of
some of the most important dynasties in Chinese history, including the Zhou, Qin, Han, the
Sui, and Tang dynasties. Xi'an is the eastern terminus of the Silk Road and known as the
site of the Terracotta Army, made during the Qin Dynasty. The city has more than 3,100
years of history, and was known as Chang'an，literally "Perpetual Peace before the Ming
Dynasty.

Since the 1990s, as part of the economic revival of interior China especially for the central and northwest
regions, the City of Xi'an has re-emerged as an important cultural, industrial and educational center of
the central-northwest region, with facilities for research and development, national security and China's
space exploration program.

Sample Itinerary
Day 1 Arrive Xi’an. Check in the Hotel. Buffet style Lunch in the hotel and then drive to old city wall
Visit old city wall and bicycle ride & race. Visit Mosque and Muslim street free time. Welcome Dinner –Dumpling
Restaurant which is the most famous local food. Set out to square of Big Wild Goose Pagoda. Watch the beautiful
music fountain
Day 2 Set out to Lin Tong Town and Visit Terracotta Warriors and Horse Museum. Visit Terracotta Warriors and
Horses Factory to make one own. Visit a Children Village in the afternoon - Hope Care. Then back to Xian for a rest.
Enjoy the great Tang Dynasty dinner show at Tang Yue Palace.
Day 3 Set out to Museum of Forest of Steles. Visit Museum and make rubbings on own. Set out to square of Big Wild
Goose Pagoda, Buddhism lecture about great monk – SangZang. Set out to local farmer’s family at Hu County and
farmer paining gallery visit and complete own paintings
Day 4 Yaodong – Cave Dweller Villages visit, special local culture learning and visit The Drum Tower and Bell Tower
in the center of the ancient city. Then plan to flight back home.

Trip Highlights
A Unique and Great Miracle in the World - The Terra-Cotta Army and underground kingdom
A Touching History – Bicycle Race and Traditional fun on The Ancient City Wall
A Buddhism Miracle History - Great Xuan Zang and Big Wild Goose Pagoda – a lecture of Buddhism
A Talking History and Unique Treasure – Ancient Steles Forest Museum and the secret of rubbing
A Living History - The Great Tang Dynasty Dinner Show
A History Gallery - Shanxi History Museum
A learning fun of Peasant Painting & Terra-Cotta Making- Peasant Galley and local factory visiting
Sharing Cherish and Love - Shaanxi Regress Children Village visiting
Great Shaanxi Cuisine – a Taste You Won’t Forget – Dumpling Banquet and colorful snacks

Deep Desert & Grassland
– Inner Mongolia
The Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, bordering to the north with both the Republic of Mongolia and Russia, is the widest province in China (by its
latitude). It is the third largest Chinese province. Hohhot, meaning “Green City” in Mongolian, is the capital city of China’s Inner Mongolia
Autonomous Region and is the most important cultural and commercial centre in the region.

The most attractive about Inner Mongolia is its natural beauty. Vast grasslands, including the Xilamuren
Grassland, Gegentala Grassland and Huitengxile Grassland are all good places for a grassland experience.
The mushroom-like yurts, bright sky, fresh air, rolling grass and the flocks and herds moving like white
clouds on the remote grassland, all contribute to make the scenery a very relaxing one. While visiting Inner
Mongolia you may try different activities such as Mongolian wrestling, horse & camel riding, rodeo
competitions, archery, visiting traditional families and enjoying the graceful Mongolian singing and dancing.
The best time to visit the grassland is definitely during the traditional Mongolian
Nadam Festival period when there is a better chance to both participate and feel
the lively atmosphere of the grassland life.

You can also visit deserts in Inner Mongolia. The deserts are located in the western part of the
province: the most famous and visited ones are the Badain Jaran Desert, Tengger Desert and Kubuqi
Desert. Early autumn is the best time to explore the desert as the temperatures are very temperate. A
Camel ride hiking in desert gives you a completely different experience of life.

Sample Itinerary
Day 1 Arrive Hohhot. Set out to Xilamuren Grassland. Check in Yurt. Enjoy and watch Mongolia wrestling, ride
horse and archery show. Ride horse experience on the grassland. Welcome Dinner with Mongolia song and dance.
Have fun time at Bonfire Party at the night.
Day 2 Visit local families, have a talk with the local Mongolia people in their home. To be a shepherd and herding
sheep on grassland. Have Motorcycle fun on grassland. Pasture land visit and milking Cow experiences. Then set
out to Engebei Desert and check in local hotel.
Day 3 Engebei Desert “Surf Truck” and Sand sliding fun. Plant Trees for best pray（According seasons）. Ride
Camel Exploration. Then bus to Erdos. Check in hotel
Day 4 Boat Tour enjoy the great view of The Yellow River Grand Canyon. Lao Niu Bay in Grand Canyon. Visit
Ancient Great Wall and No. 1 Hanging Bridge in Asia. Check in Horinger County hotel.
Day 5 Visit the most famous and the largest milk product pipeline in Asia—the “Mongolia Mengniu
Group and then departure.

Trip Highlights
A Green Land in Air – The large Xilamuren Grassland and its Mongolia people
Life of Real Shepherd – Mongolia Family Visiting and experiences of being a shepherd
Be A Hero like Genghis khan - Great Fun of Wrestling, Horse riding and Archery Competition
A Miracle Oasis in Deep Desert – the Grand Engebei, great outdoor environment class with great fun
A kingdom of Dairy – MengNiu Dairy (Group) Co. Ltd. visiting.
Boiling your body! – Great Mongolia Dance and Songs Show

Harmony of Nature & People
– Guilin & Yangshuo
Guilin is a city in China, situated in the northeast of the Guangxi
Zhuang Autonomous Region on the west bank of the Lijiang River. Its
name means "forest of Sweet Osmanthus", owing to the large number
of fragrant Sweet Osmanthus trees located in the city. The city has
long been renowned for its quite unique scenery. It is considered to be
the pearl of China's thriving tourist industry on account of the natural
beauty and historic treasures.
There is a saying in China: Guilin's scenes are the Finest under
Heaven, but Yangshuo’s are still better.
Yangshuo is the terminal of the 65
kilometer-long Li River cruise tour and is
a beautiful and sedate ancient city. Crisscrossed with rivers and streams the Yangshuo area is
embraced by Li and Yulong River on the outskirts while the city is within the arms of the Dragon-head
Hill, Duli and other peaks and hills. Yangshuo is famous for its many mountains that are an intergraded
part of the cityscape. The town's West Street, lined with western cafes, restaurants and hotels has
welcomed countless foreigners from all over the world and is known as "the Earth Village in China".
The city is an excellent place for bicyclists and backpackers. Small villages hide behind the paddy;
water buffalos patrol the fields while fishermen boat on the river. Each provides a feeling of tranquility
far removed from the cement jungle of the large cities.

Sample Itinerary
Day 1 Arrive Guilin and relax time. Local evening market and
see the beautiful scenery of the city.
Day 2 Set out to Longji Terrace which located in Longsheng
County. The terraces look like great chains or ribbons as they wind
from the foot to the top of the hill. Set out to Xi Men Yao Village
and enjoy the unique culture of the Yao People. Bon-fire party and
enjoy a calm and peaceful night in local.
Day 3 Back Guilin and visit the Elephant Hill Park, which is the symbol of Guilin City. Night Boat Tour of Rivers and
lakes around Guilin and enjoy Osprey Show
Day 4 Set out to Zhujiang Wharf and then enjoy the world famous scenery of Li River by boat. The 83-km-long
waterway from Guilin to Yangshuo is like a artistic masterpiece. Drift fun on the Yulong River. Yulong River is a major
tributary of Li River, which flows through some of the most beautiful Karst scenery nearby Check in Hotel and then

Trip Highlights
Travel in Paradise -A beautiful landscape in the world – Boat Tour on Li River
Outstanding Manmade miracle - Longji Terraced Field in the sunset
Real underground palace – Silver Cave Adventure
Exciting drifting experiences – Great Fun on Yulong River
A special beauty – Secret of Huangluo Yao Minority village
Donate and share with love – Local Hope primary school visiting
Landmark of the night of Yangshuo – Grand show of “Impression of Sanjie Liu”

relax time at the famous
West Street Area. Watching
the

great

performance

“Impression of Sanjie Liu”
Day 5 Visit the most famous lava scene---Yinzi Cave,
which is a multi-storied Karst cave. And departure
Guilin back home.

Secret of Kungfu
– Henan & Shaolin Temple
The Shaolin Monastery or Shaolin Temple is a Chán Buddhist temple at Song Shan Mt. Henan
Province, China. Founded in the 5th century, the monastery is long famous for its association with
Chinese martial arts and particularly with Shaolin Kung Fu, and it is the Mahayana Buddhist monastery
perhaps best known to the Western world. In the Shaolin monastery, pupils are trained in Wushu by
master in charge Yan Da. Despite rigorous training however, only a select few are admitted into a
Shaolin display team.

Shaolin Temple Scenery Area is located behind Mt. Shaoshi. It consists of
Shaolin Temple, Pagoda Forest, Ancestor's Monastery, Dharma Cave,
Second Ancestor's Monastery, Yongtai Temple and Shaoshi Tower.
Surrounded with mountains with clear streams, green cypress and pine
trees, and elegant landscapes, it is one of the scenic spots of AAAA Class.
Shaolin Temple is probably the most famous temple in China, not only
because of its long history and its role in Chinese Buddhism, but also
because of its martial arts, as the saying goes 'All martial arts (Kungfu) are
from Shaolin Temple.'

Sample Itinerary
Day 1 Arrive at Zhengzhou City. Visit the Yellow River Scenic Area and enjoy the scenery of the Yellow River Area by
hovercraft (boat). Visit the local enterprise. (“Haoxiangni” Date Company or Sanquan Frozen Food Company). Then drive
to Dengfeng city. Lecture class in hotel at night, mainly about the Chinese Kung Fu, Shaolin Temple and Kung Fu of
Shaolin Temple.
Day 2 Set out to Tagou Martial Arts School. Learning Kung fu with the students of Tagou Martial Arts School. Exchange
program: Interaction with the students of Tagou Martial Arts School. Enjoy Vegetarian Banquet at Yongtai Temple. Visit the
main part of Shaolin Temple in the afternoon, and enjoy yourself at Shaolin the Stage of Joy, where you can practice the
meditation, souvenirs related with Shaolin Temple and short break time. Enjoy the Grand Show “Zen Music Shaolin Grand
Ceremony” in the mountain stage in the evening.
Day 3 Set out to Zhuxian Town of Kaifeng City. Visit the Wood Painting Gallery and learn Wood Painting with the local
artisan. Lunch time: the famous No. 1 Tower of Steamed Stuffed Bun; Visit the Millennium City Park (Qingming Riverside
Garden).
Day 4 Transfer to Luo Yang City, visit the Peony Garden and learn to draw peony with master painter or Tang SanCai
pottery learning at local factory. The famous Longmen Grottoes in the afternoon.
Day 5 Relax time and then departure back.

Trip Highlights
World Martial Arts Center - Shaolin Temple & Chinese Kungfu lectures
Martial Arts ABC – experiencing Kungfu in ShaoLin Martial Arts School
Grand Natural Show in Mountain- Zen Music ShaoLin Grand Ceremony
Cradle of China Civilization – Unique experiences of Hovercraft Tour in Yellow River
Great manmade miracle and World Heritage - Longmen (Dragon Gate) Caves at Luo Yang City
Learning fun of Handicrafts experience – DIY of Making Tang tri-colored Pottery
Famous Cities Travel – Zhengzhou; Luoyang and Kaifeng;
Unforgettable cuisine – Vegetarian Banquet at Yongtai Temple and the nationwide famous Steamed

Fresh up the soul
- Lijiang in Yunnan with
Exciting hiking fun

The Old Town of Lijiang is a famous UNESCO Heritage Site located in Yunnan. Recently, the
government has started to develop additional "old city" sections adjacent to the site of the original
old city. This is to accommodate the large number of tourists who walk the cobblestone streets
(cars are not allowed in the old city), typically as part of package tours. Lijiang is also home to the
Jade Water Village, a Dongba cultural centre and Lugu Lake, a lake which is a tourist attraction.

This group will explore the following areas
in Lijiang, Yunnan province: Lijiang old
town, Naxi culture, Tiger Leaping gorge,
and Yak Meadow. It consists of a 20-km
hiking and an overnight stay at guesthouse
on the hill. It could be a real challenge in trip.

Sample Itinerary
Day 1 After check-in at the hotel, enjoy a guided tour in the ancient town of Lijiang, with free time for shopping and
photos
Day 2 Visit Jade Dragon Snow Mountain, take the cable car 20mins to Yak Meadow, at the base of the Mountain.
Hiking at the Yak Meadow, and visiting the Tibetan Temple. Visit Baisha Village and learn about the 400 year old
ancient fresco Wall paintings
Day 3 Check out and drive around 3 hrs to Tiger Leaping Gorge.. Hiking Tiger Leaping Gorge, around 4-5 hrs through
spectacular scenery to the bottom of the gorge. Mules and hiking guides will be at hand for those feeling tired or sore!
Bonfire Party with singing and dancing performance
Day 4 After a hearty breakfast hike back to the pick up point for the coach back to Lijiang, walking around 2 hours. Visit
Lijiang Dongba Naxi Ancient Culture Museum and learn about the unique pictograph writing system. Watch the Naxi
Ancient Music Concert Walking tour of Old Town, light a candle on the canal.
Day 5 Visit Xuesong Village and Joseph Rock (botanist) former Residence and departure back home in the afternoon.

Trip Highlights
Famous UNESCO Heritage Site – Ancient Lijiang Old Town
Great challenge – Jade Dragon Snow Mountain and beautiful Yak Meadow Valley
Tibetan culture and art - ancient fresco Wall paintings
Exciting hiking fun – Tiger Leaping Gorge and local farmer family visit
A living fossil - Dongba Naxi Ancient Culture

Cradle of CHINA
– Jing De Zhen & Yaoli
There is a beautiful place between blue hills and a green stream. Fish are flicking with water
while people are traveling through picturesque vistas. This is Yaoli, a famed ancient town
famous for porcelain and tea near Jingdezhen.
Yaoli, an ancient town located in Jingdezhen City, Jiangxi Province, is famous for its natural
beauty and cultural heritages. Local villagers started to make porcelains in the Tang Dynasty
(618-907). It has developed its own unique culture for a thousand years. Tourists feel it is a real
haven of peace and happiness when they stroll in the town. The crystal-clear Yaohe River
flows right through the town. Idyllic scenery can be seen everywhere.

And Yaoli is also a small town renowned as the cradle of Jingdezhen’s ceramics industry. More
over, it also enjoys the reputation of “the origin of porcelain, the hometown of tea and the sea of the
forest”. With good forest coverage, abundant animal resources, characteristic lanes, the town is
well-known for its beautiful natural scenery. This is a place you should not miss… you would never
forget…and you may won’t to leave…

Jingdezhen or the Town of Jingde, is a prefecture-level city, previously a town, in Jiangxi Province, China, with a city population of 311,200 has been
termed the "Porcelain Capital" because of its production of quality pottery. It has a 1700-year-old history of pottery production.

Sample Itinerary
Day 1 Arrive Jingdezhen City and then transfer to beautiful small town – Yaoli. Check in Meiling Vacation Village
Hotel. Visit Raonan Ceramics Museum. Ancient porcelain kiln and tea mountain visit. Have Bonfire party at night.
Day 2 Hike in the antediluvian forest – Wang Lake Ancient Forest. To see the virgin forest, river valley, and pure
waterfall. Then visit t the old town Yaoli, family visit, local snack trying, Gaolin Mountain area visit which is China the
most famous porcelain region of raw materials in ancient times. To have fun activities in Camphor forest which has
history over a thousand years.

Great night view at Meiling Vacation Village.

Day 3 Set out to World Culture heritage Wuyuan County, Xi Di nd Hong Cun Village. Whole day having hike at
countryside and then back to Jingdezhen City.
Day 4 Visit the Ancient porcelain and Kiln workshop in local. Learn the ancient Process of making “China”. China
National Ceramic Art Center, The professional teachers there gives lectures and lessons, touch and try it in person.
Then departure back home

Trip Highlights
World Porcelain Capital - Jing De Zhen City
Cradle land of China (Porcelain) - Gaoling Mountain and old workshop
DIY Learning Day – Porcelain Making at China National Ceramic Art Center
A live Ceramic Museum - YAONAN Ceramic Theme Park
A Hidden Beauty - Harmony and peaceful Ancient Yaoli Town
Real Secret Garden - Old Camphor Tree Forest with 1000 years
Hug the nature - A Fairy Land Forest named Wang Hu. Adventure; Hike & Fun!
Fresh! Natural! Green & Delicious! – A Real Different Taste of local “Green” Food!

Oriental Venice – Canal Town Trip
Wuzhen Town Hangzhou & Suzhou City
Sunrise or sunset, Dazzling or drizzling,
Snowy winter or sunshine spring,
You don't need to change your sight,
Wuzhen is always an amazing place and dream…
A classical ancient town in the south of Yangtze River.
An elegant and delicate water country…
And a lovely and fascinating tourist resort…
A definitely different viewing angle you will have…
You will hear its long and long stories, come from time
channel…
A pair of eyes is like a camera,
Behind which is a kind of thought,
Philosophical or cultural. different or common.
The interpretation, understanding, and acquaintance to the
canal town - wuzhen,
Will last forever…….
………..Your special Mummeries

Sample Itinerary
Day 1 Arrive Suzhou and then Boat tour on the Grand Canal. Then visit No.1 Silk Factory with lecture. Visit national
treasure - The Humble Administrator's Garden, great architecture of China. Then Set out to Wuzhen Town. A beautiful
ancient small town locates at the side of the Canal.
Day 2 Visit Wuzhen Dongzha and experience the colorful customs of Wuzhen local culture and life. (Mainly visit the
traditional reside areas at the old street and the traditional workshops, Shadow Play. etc) Visit Wuzhen Xizha in the
afternoon and experience the colorful local customs, DIY experiences of local handicrafts. Night Boat Tour in Canal enjoys
the beautiful night view of the old town. Set free lotus light
Day 3 Set out to Hangzhou City. Visit the famous Meijiaowu Tea Mountain, the green tea culture and pick up experiences
on Tea Mountain. Bicycle fun and tour around the famous West Lake. Liuhe Pagoda race fun. Free time. Watching the
great show “Impression of West Lake” at the night.
Day 4 Visit Great Enterprise-Wahaha Group Co., Ltd. Finial lectures. Then set to Xiaoshan Industry Theme Park. And then
Departure Home

Trip Highlights
A city of Oriental Venice – Canal Town of Suzhou or Zhouzhuang
A manmade miracle – Boat tour on The Grand Canal of Nation
The last “water pillow” people in China - Wuzhen - a real highlight during the trip
God's country - Hangzhou City. Paradise on Earth
Priceless Oriental Pearl – Shanghai, a Grand Modern City show its dreamland
A Touch Learning Experience - Suzhou No.1 Silk Factory and hand on experiences
Drink the Culture and History – Longjing Tea in Hang Zhou. Lectures and pick up fun
Great Hangzhou cuisine - uncountable local dishes and snacks most famous in nation

Talk to Heaven – Shandong Trip
- Qingdao & Mountain Tai
The great Mount Tai climbing would be definitely the highlight during the trip. We would like to arrange one way cable
car but more we will encourage our children to face this great challenge. In the old days, climb to the top of the Mount
Tai and have the great pray is a kind of great power only belong to the emperor. Today this is a dream could be shared
by everybody. No doubt, hiking on the Mount Tai, is the No. 1 highlight in our trip.

Qingdao, a beautiful seaside city, is located in the southeast part of
Shandong Province. Lie between mountain and sea, Qingdao, a well
chosen coastal port with clear deep waters and a comfortable climate.
The mountains provide a collection of interesting sights, while the sea
provides relaxation, gentle waves, bared rocks, and some golden
beaches forming what is probably China's best northern beach resort.
The historical culture, variety of religion, civil traditions, village
customs, and holiday celebrations all add to Qingdao's rich culture.

Sample Itinerary
Day 1 Arrive Qingdao and visit The Polar Ocean World, lectures and fun activities. Check in the hotel and buffet
lunch in local. Then set out to the famous Badaguan Pass Area, seeking Treasure fun activity, the grand Catholic
Church. Enjoy BBQ dinner at the side of the sea.
Day 2 Visit the Navy Museum. Then set out to Qingdao International Sailing Center, learning fun experiences...
After lunch, across the bay by boat to Huangdao Island and a whole afternoon enjoy the great view at Golden
Beach on the island. Sunset view and seafood for dinner.
Day 3 Set out to fisherman village and fisherman house visit, trying to be a real
fisherman on boat on the ocean. Then set out to Taian City.
Day 4 A whole day Tai Mountain Hiking fun. Then drive to Qufu City.
Day 5 The famous Qufu is the legendary birthplace of Confucius. The Temple of
Confucius, Cemetery of Confucius, and the Kong Family Mansion in Qufu, have
been listed as UNESCO World Heritage Sites since 1994. They are the major cultural attractions of Qufu. During the trip,
we will try our best to give you a completely picture of Confucius and why Confucianism is such an important theory in
China and Chinese Culture.

Trip Highlights
Dialogue with Great Confucius – Qufu Visiting and Confucius Theory lecture
Talk to the Heaven – Mount Tai Climbing and Hiking. Challenge and Fun
Great Fun & Great Learn - Qingdao Polar Ocean World Visiting
Beautiful Bay, Gentle Wind - Golden Beach at Huangdao Island. Sand sculpting Competition
Old is New, Tradition is Fashion – Unique living Architecture Museum Qingdao City
To be a fish man - Fishing experiences in the Ocean
BBQ & Bonfire party - at the side of the beach, great night fun activity

"The Legend of the Four Treasures of a Study"
– Yellow Mountain Hiking Trip
Yellow Mountain, also known as Huangshan, is a mountain range in southern Anhui province in eastern
China. The area is well known for its scenery, sunsets, peculiarly-shaped granite peaks, Huangshan Pine
trees, and views of the clouds from above. Mount Yellow is a frequent subject of traditional Chinese
paintings and literature, as well as modern photography. Today, it is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and
one of China's major tourist destinations. It is always be called, a leading role Mountain in China.

Xīdì is a village in southern Anhui province, in China, which was declared a part of the “Ancient Villages in Southern
Anhui” World Heritage Site by UNESCO in 2000, along with the village of Hongcun. Hongcun is a village located near
the southwest slope of Mount Huangshan and is arranged in the shape of an ox: A nearby hill is interpreted as the head,
and two trees standing on it mark the horns. The architecture and carvings of the approximately 150 residences dating
back to the Ming and Qing dynasties are said to be among the best of their kind in China. Hongcun was a location
where the famous film “Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon” was shot. Since then, tourism has dramatically increased.

Sample Itinerary
Day 1 Arrive Huangshan City and transfer to the Tunxi. Visit Hui-style Ink Stick manufacturer
experience and lecture of the “Four Treasures of the Study” in workshop. Walk on Tunxi
Ancient Street. Free Time Shopping. Then take the cable car to the top of the Yellow Mountain.
Lecture of Yellow Mountain hiking in the evening.
Day 2 Enjoy great sunrise on the top of the Yellow Mountain in early morning and then a whole
day hiking and the Mountain. Down the mountain in the afternoon and relax in hotel.
Day 3 A wonder and miracle of World Culture heritage. Tour in village like in a gallery. Set out to
Hong Cun Village. Visit Local family. Then set out to Xi Di Village, World Culture heritage, also be
called the essence of ancient Chinese art. Transfer to She County and check in hotel.
Day 4 Travel in Gallery - Take Boat Tour on Qian Dao Hu (means thousand lakes Area) and then
transfer to Hangzhou City back home.

Trip Highlights
A leading Role Mount in China – An unforgettable hiking of Yellow Mountain ( Huanshan )
A wonderland you could not miss in China – Yu Xi Ancient County, Hongcun village and Xidi
Walk through the History– Tunxi Ancient town and street
A Tradition You Could Touch - The Most Famous Four Treasure of Study Lectures
DIY learning - Hand on experiences and workshop learning of the Four Treasure of a Study
Travel in Gallery - Take Boat Tour on Qian Dao Hu (Thousand lakes Area)

“Silk Road” ancient and fashion
- Xinjiang (Urumqi & Turpan)
- and Gansu (Dunhuang)
Silk Road and Dunhuang City, the historic Silk Road starts in Chang'an
(today’s Xi’an) and goes to Constantinople. On the way merchants would
go to Dunhuang in Gansu. In Dunhuang they would get fresh camels,
food and guards for the journey around the dangerous Taklimakan Desert.
Before departing Dunhuang they would pray to the Mogao Grottoes for a
safe journey, if they came back alive they would thank the gods at the
grottoes. Located about 5 km southwest of the city, the Crescent Lake or
Yueyaquan is an oasis and popular spot for tourists seeking respite from
the heat of the desert.

Xinjiang has a long history. The area was called Xiyu in ancient China which means "West Region". It was plundered by
the Huns before the Han Dynasty. During the Western Han Dynasty, Xinjiang was treated as an integral part of the
nation's territory. Since then, Xinjiang was governed by all successive dynasties. As a province, Xinjiang is famous for
its fruit including; grapes, hami melon, almonds, pomegranates, figs, peaches, apples and much more. So that is why
we would like to say, this is a tour of seeking SWEET!

Sample Itinerary
Day 1 Arrive Urumqi and exchange program with Urumqi Art School. Make buddies with local student, enjoy dance
class and watch the performance of the students. Local culture lecture been hold in hotel during the night.
Day 2 Visit Erdaoqiao Market, have some free time for shopping. Visit Uygur hat workshop and DIY experience. Then
Drive to Turpan around 2 hrs. Visit the Karez Irrigation System. Check in hotel and Visit night Food Street to enjoy the
colorful atmosphere of local life and culture.
Day 3 Check out and drive around 1.5 hrs to Tuyugou valley, in Turpan. Visit the typical Uyghur village, and explore
the nearby thousand Buddha caves. Visit Turpan local Uyghur family and the local market. Drive to the Jiaohe Ancient
city. After dinner, drive to Turpan railway station Take train to Dunhuang
Day 4 This morning have a packed breakfast on the train, then on arrival in
Dunhuang transfer to the hotel. Visit Mogao Caves which the highlight during the
trip. In the late afternoon head back to the Sand Dunes and Crescent Lake, where
do camel riding and sand sliding at sunset.
Day 5 According to time, free choice and departure back home.

Trip Highlights
A pearl in North – Urumqi City and Erdaoqiao Market show you a complete different culture
Further learning and touch – Uygur Art School visit and unique local workshop experiences
Further exploration –Turpan visit, Karez Irrigation System and local family visit
Sweet Sweet Sweet - Tuyugou valley and tremendous gardens for Grapes, watermelon and etc.
An oasis and miracle – Dunhuang Mogao Caves and the famous Crescent Lake

Natural Paradise
–Jiuzhaigou and Huanglong
–Panda breeding center at Chengdu
Jiuzhaigou Valley, (“Valley of Nine Villages") is a nature reserve in the north of Sichuan, a province in
south western China. It is known for its many multi-level waterfalls and colorful lakes, and was declared a
UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1992. It belongs to the category V (Protected Landscape) in the IUCN
system of protected area categorization.

The fertile Chengdu Plain, on which Chengdu is located, is called Tianfuzhi guo in Chinese, which literally
means "the country of heaven", or more often seen translated as "the Land of Abundance". It was
recently named China's 4th-most livable city by China Daily.

Wolong National Nature Reserve is a protected area located in Wenchuan County, Sichuan Province. There are
over 4,000 different species recorded in the reserve. The breeding center is the home to more than 30% of the
world's highly endangered Giant Pandas and is among the most important sites for the captive breeding of these
pandas. Along with the Giant Panda, the sanctuary is a refuge to other endangered species such as the red
panda, the snow leopard, and the clouded leopard.

Sample Itinerary
Day 1 Arrive Chengdu and Walk 6minutes to another airport for connecting flight to Jiuzhaigou. Meet at
JIUHUANG airport, drive to JIUZHAIGOU140KM, about 2hours.arrive at the hotel and check in. Briefing lecture
in meeting room at night.
Day 2 Hike in the Jiuzhaigou Park. RIZE VALLEY: primitive forest, Swan lake, panda lake bamboo lake panda
lake fall five –color lake, peacock brook, and most of all, pearl beach, etc. ZECHAWA VALLEY, 3103 meters
above the sea level, Back to nuorilang fall, SHUZHENG VALLEY, walk into the spot, near sight of rhinoceros
lake, tiger lake, shuzheng fall, wolong lake, spark lake, Shuzheng Tibetan village. Outdoor bonfire party, Tibetan
Culture Show at the night.
Day 3 Drive around 2 hrs back to Jiuzhai Airport. Take the morning flight back to Chengdu, about 45 minutes
flight. Then have a relax time in JINLI ancient street, free shopping, take tri-cycle along the beautiful JIN river
20:00—21:00 Sichuan opera show (face changing)
Day 4 Visit PANDA BREEDING CENTER- 30 minutes educational lecture. Touch and feel experiences. In the
afternoon, visit The Sanxingdui Ruins, a place known by historians as the "Ninth Wonder of the World" - 30
minutes Educational lecture. Hotpot dinner.
Day 5 Visit the Dujiangyan Dam People appreciates the ancient wonder, which still works to benefit people
today. Then flight back home

Trip Highlights
Natural Paradise – Jiuzhaigou Valley hiking, enjoy the most beautiful scenery in the world
Ancient Town – Jinli where let you back into the history
Touch and feel – Great visit in Wolong National Nature Reserve for the Giant Panda
A mystery land – Sanxingdui ancient ruins at Jinsha Museum, a ancient base for “UFO” ?
Great manmade miracle - the Dujiangyan Dam
Hot! Hot! Hot! – The unique spicy local cuisine taste

Brilliant Color –
A Minority Groups visit
And hiking in Guizhou Province
Qiandongnan Miao and Dong Autonomous Prefecture is an autonomous
prefecture of Guizhou province. The seat of the prefecture is Kaili. A significant
population of the Miao and Gejia people groups lives in here. It is a popular
destination for backpackers and others seeking to experience rural China and
especially those who want to know the secret and quite unique tradition and
culture of the local minority life.

Besides the very beautiful scenery, the
arts and crafts of the Miao, such as the
embroidery, brocade, wax printing, and
paper cut, are also quite famous in China and abroad. Highlight of the place is host to more than 100 Miao
festivals throughout the year. So people could learn and feel different fun in all seasons. It is the world
heritage nowadays and gain highly reputation. For Miao people, they just tremendous famous for their
outstanding handicrafts of silver making. Especially the colorful costume which normally has many and
many accouterments made of silver. At the same time, special local dance, the batik, the instrument of
Lusheng, all these give this trip rich and uncountable special experience of Chinese minority culture.

Sample Itinerary
Day 1 Arrive Guiyang City. After lunch set to Daxiqiao, walk on the main road to reach Jichang village. Watch a local
opera performance. Afterwards drive back to Guiyang city. Night market visiting
Day 2 Drive 1.5 hour to the hiking trail head, hike 2 hours in Damochong valley, an area of quaint villages, dense
bamboo groves, and clear streams. Stop along the way to learn more about the art of traditional paper-making. Drive 3.5
hours to Kaili via. Embroidery learning and DIY experiences in the evening.
Day 3 After breakfast we drive half an hour to Langli village, then walk on the main road for one hour to Wuli village,
enjoy the welcome ceremony given by the local Long-skirt Miao people. Meet Miao people, walk around the village and
talk to local villagers, meet the local students and school exchange programs, know more the Miao PEOPLE. BBQ
dinner and bonfire party along the stream. Live in the village.
Day 4 Hike in the mountain for 3.5 hours to reach Jiangyang Miao village, afterwards take a 15 minutes’ drive to Xijiang,
which is the biggest Miao village in China with more than 1,000 Miao families. Explore the village and see how the local
silversmiths make silver ornaments. Drive 3 hours to Kaili
Day 5 Back Guiyang City and then departure.

Trip Highlights
Brilliant Color of Minority People – Miao and Dong people in Kaili, Langli, Wuli villages, great night
Great view of 1,000 Miao families valley – Xijiang County, local family visit
Magnificent handicrafts experience – Costumes, Silver making, wax printing and ancient paper workshop
Exploration and hiking – truly a hiking experiences with rough roads, but an usual fun and challenge

"White Kingdom" – Harbin city snow trip
Harbin is the capital of the Heilongjiang Province in Northeast China, as a key political,
economic, scientific, cultural and communications hub in Northeastern China. It is originally
a Manchu word meaning "a place for drying fishing nets". Harbin has very cold winters and
is often called "Ice City". Harbin is well-known for its beautiful ice sculptures in winter and
plays an important part in China's trade with Russia.

Winter culture

The annual Harbin International Ice and Snow Sculpture Festival have been held since
1985. The official start date is January 5 each year, while there are ice sculptures
throughout the city, there are two main exhibition areas: Enormous snow sculptures at Sun Island and the separate "Ice and Snow World" that
operates each night. Ice and Snow World features illuminated full size buildings made from blocks of ice. Winter activities in the festival include
Yabuli Alpine Skiing, winter-swimming in Songhua River, and the ice-lantern exhibition in Zhaolin Garden. Snow carving and ice and snow
recreations are world famous.

Sample Itinerary
Day 1 Visit Saint Sofia Church Square in the morning and then Manchurian Tiger Park in the afternoon.
Enjoy and have great fun at Ice and Snow Macrocosm also as well as the famous Ice Lantern Festival.
Day 2 Set out to Yabuli Ski Resort and Field, a whole day fun of ski.
Day 3 Half day still have fun at Yabuli Ski Field and then set out to The Snow Country, great bonfire party
at farmer house.
Day 4 Ride horse through the virgin forest, have fun in white world, snowball fight, make snowman, visit
local farmer’s family etc. Then travel back to Harbin City.
Day 5 Downtown Harbin City and famous Central Street.

Trip Highlights
Fun ! Fun ! Fun! – Great Ski fun at Yabuli Ski Resort and Field
Pure and Fresh White Kingdom –The Snow Country and enjoy unique local snow culture
Unique Harbin City – Songhua River, winter swimming, Central Street, Manchurian Tiger
Park, Russian style show and delicious food.
Another kind of Disneyland -Harbin International Ice and Snow Macrocosm Festival

“The Theme Park of Chinese Civilization”
- Shanxi Excursion
Why shanxi be called The cradle of Chinese civilization?


Xi Hou Du ruins -- -the earliest Chinese ancient cultural relics



Tao temple site - --one of China's earliest civilization birthplace



YuHong Tomb Sui dynasty -- the most precious cultural exchange
evidence between east and west



Gautama Buddha Pagoda at Ying County -- the world's oldest and
biggest Wooden Pagoda



Yongle Palace Mural --- Most outstanding murals in China



Nine Dragons Entrance Screen at Datong - --the biggest and as well
as China's earliest existing glaze screens



Pingyao ancient city --- China's most ancient style of world-class
historical and cultural city



Mount Wutai --- one of the five sacred lands of the Buddhists in the
world. And one of the four famous Buddhist mountains in China. China's first bodhisattva dojo, the first
building temples. In China, the first Buddhist monk tonsures I n Han dynasty, also the first found stupas
Buddha Pagoda.



Yungang grottoes --- one of China's three biggest grottos as well as famous world cultural heritage.

Sample Itinerary
Day 1 Arrive Pingyao – a charming ancient city, relax walk on old city wall,
local handicrafts workshop in afternoon, lectures of Jin merchant and special
local culture. Enjoy local performances during the night in courtyard.
Day 2 Set to Mount. Wutai. Arrive at the great Buddhism land at noon time. Dai
Luo Peak Hike in the afternoon and enjoy the great view of the whole valley.
Buddhism lectures in temple.
Day 3 Set out to Hanging Temple which a manmade miracle in the world. Then
in the afternoon, visit Gautama Buddha Pagoda at Ying County -- the world's
oldest and biggest Wooden Pagoda. Stay at Datong City at the night.
Day 4 Set out to the famous Yungang grottoes --- one of China's three biggest grottos as well as the famous world cultural
heritage in the world. Visit local “Hope School’, donation and care activities, exchange programs with the local students. Back
to Datong City, Nine Dragons Entrance Screen at Datong and free time.

Trip Highlights
Fun ! Fun ! Fun! – Great Ski fun at Yabuli Ski Resort and Field
Pure and Fresh White Kingdom –The Snow Country and enjoy unique local snow culture
Unique Harbin City – Songhua River, winter swimming, Central Street, Manchurian Tiger Park,
Russian style show and delicious food.
Another kind of Disneyland -Harbin International Ice and Snow Macrocosm Festival

"Oriental Hawaii"
– Sunshine beach at Hainan
Hainan (literal meaning: "South of the Sea") is
the smallest province of China. Although the
province comprises some two hundred islands
scattered among three archipelagos off the
southern coast, all but three percent of its land
mass is on Hainan Island, from which the
province takes its name. To say "Hainan" in
China usually refers to Hainan Island itself.

As Hainan Island is not heavily industrialized, its
greenery, together with its beautiful beaches and
clean air, make it a popular tourist attraction. The
island is accessible through ferry links with
Guangdong province, as well as air links.

Haikou is a major port. Hainan Island has a number of beaches, hot springs. Some top scenic sites include Yalong bay National Resort; Dadonghai
Tourist Resort; Qizhi Shan (Seven Finger Mountain), Guantang Hot Spring Resort, Shishan Volcanic Garden; Wanquan River, Baishi Ridge Scenic
Zone and Baihua Ridge. Yalong Bay is a 7.5km beach located southeast of Sanya City, Hainan Province, China. It is also known as the Yalong Bay
National Resort. The climate is warm and sunny all year around, and Sanya is known as China's Hawaii.

Sample Itinerary
Day 1 Arrive Sanya City and Leisure time at the seaside in the afternoon. Enjoy
the ocean at Yalong Bay.
Day 2 Great fun on Wuzhizhou Island which Owned "Chinese first diving base."
reputation. The underwater world is colorful, the best preserved Chinese
ecological coral reefs. Fun of diving submarine, fishing, water skiing, sailing
boat, canoe, motorboat, drag umbrella, jumping ship, beach motorcycle, water,
parachute, beach volleyball etc
Day 3 Visit Yanoda Tropical Rainforest which named as embracing six wonders of the rainforests. Show the
tropical rainforests landscape as the core, integrate zodiac culture, local custom and the rainforests totem.
Picking shells, fun activities at the beach and enjoy great sunset view of “coconut dream corridor”.
Day 4 Visit Nan wan Monkey Island. Take Cable Car and have fun with thousands of lovely monkeys. Have
great fun of drifting in Wanquan River among valley in the afternoon. Visit Asian Forum Center at Boao
Day 5 Mangrove Wetland Ecosystem travel by boat in Dongzhai Port, experience “The bird paradise" and
"natural farms". Visit Haikou City, to feel the ancient culture, street and typical local life.

Trip Highlights
Great fun in ocean – Wuzhizhou Island, plenty of activities for further touch and feel the blue sea
Monkey Kingdome – Nan wan Monkey Island
Exciting Drifting – Wanquan River and tropical forest
Real local life for nature - Mangrove Wetland Ecosystem and Haikou City, old street area

"Dynamic Capital" – Hong Kong

Hong Kong is one of the world's leading financial centers. Its highly developed capitalist economy has been
ranked the freest in the world by the Index of Economic Freedom for 15 consecutive years. It is an important
centre for international finance and trade, with one of the greatest concentration of corporate headquarters in
the Asia-Pacific region, and is known as one of the Four Asian Tigers for its high growth rates and rapid
industrialization between the 1960s and 1990s.

Today, Hong Kong continues to serve as an important global financial centre as well as a MUST GO place in
the world in tourism fields.

Sample Itinerary
Day 1 Arrive Hong Kong and transfer to the Hong Kong Wetland Park. Have lunch at Lau Fau Shan, famous for
its sea food. Visit Farmer House and Fishman villages, local life experiences. Then go to The Peak. Enjoy the
beautiful sunset and night view of Hong Kong
Day 2 Great fun in Ocean Park and the Free Shopping Time at Mong Kok Ladies' Street
Day 3 Visit Hong Kong Heritage Museum. Visit Institute of Chinese Studies in the Chinese University of Hong
Kong and lectures and exchange programs. In the afternoon, visit Avenue of Stars Golden Bauhinia Square in
Downtown. Great Night View in Victoria Harbor on boat
Day 4 A whole day of Great fun in Disneyland
Day 5 Free time and departure back home.

Trip Highlights
Fun ! Fun ! Fun! – Hong Kong Ocean World and Disneyland
Unique Traditional Chinese learning – Institute of Chinese Studies
Travel in paradise – Great boat tour in Victoria Harbor on boat as well as the great view
on the Peak for Hong Kong
Shopping and sea food Paradise - Mong Kok Ladies' Street and Lau Fau Shan

